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832 Hiyoshi-cho, Kohoku-ku, Yokohama 223, Japan 
This paper is concerned with a quantity called "multivariate information" 
among random variables. By defining it as a specialization of the information 
proposed by Kullback and Leibler, we will discuss fundamental properties 
of it, which are direct applications of the results of mathematical information 
theory. 
We will derive some formulas about multivariate information closely related 
to the absolute continuity of the joint probability distribution with respect o 
some other distribution. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
As is generally known, the Kullback-Leibler information umber is given 
by the form 
I(2 1) f '  
dP 2 : = log ~ dP~ 
(Kullback and Leibler, 1951). This information number may be one of the 
most generalized forms among all the known information numbers. As the 
form of / (2:  1) is too broad, some appropriate restriction for P1 and P~ are 
often required if we want to represent the characteristics of any information 
system. The mutual information I(~, 7) between the random variables ~ and 
is a special form of I(2: 1) which is defined by restricting Pz = Pe~ and 
P1 = PePs, where Pe~ is the joint probability distribution of ~ and ~/, and 
Pe and P~ are the probability distributions of ~ and ~7, respectively. The 
mutual information plays very important roles in information theory, and the 
measure theoretical properties of it have been precisely studied by many 
investigators (Kolmogorov, Yaglom, and Gelfand, 1956; Perez, 1959; 
Dobrushin, 1959; and Pinsker, 1960). 
However, the mutual information, which depends essentially upon two 
random variables in the defining form, seems to be not sufficient if we shall 
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be concerned with any information system @hich has many components 
such as a network system. The "multivariate information" which we shall 
define in this paper is a generalization of the mutual information, and it is 
also a special ease of the Kullback-Leibler information umber. As will be 
described later, the multivariate information is a quantity to represent the 
degree of the statistical interrelation among finitely many random variables, 
~i .... , ~ .  In the case in which the random variables have finite schemes or 
a joint probability density function with respect o the Lebesgue measure, 
Watanabe already introduced such a quantity of information by the form 
~i=i H(~i) --  H(~:i ,.-., ~), where H means the entropy function (Watanabe, 
1960, 1969, etc.) Our intention here is to provide an expression of such an 
information in a more generalized form and to investigate its properties on 
the basis of measure theory. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Suppose ~i, i = 1,..., n, are random variables defined on the basic space 
(/2, B,o, P), taking values in measurable spaces (X i ,  Bx) ,  i ~ 1,..., n, 
respectively. We denote by (1 n the n-dimensional random variable (~1 ,..., ~:n) 
which takes values in (Xi  n, Bxd 0 = (Xin=iXi B ~ x), where Bxd, 
BXT= i x~ is the (r-algebra generated by all sets of the form E 1 × "" X E n , 
Ei e Bx , .  
Let Pfi ,..., Pc,, and P~, be the probability measures on (X1, Bx), . . .  , 
(X~,  Bx ,  ) and (211 '~, Bx,,) ,  respectively. Let Qq, denote another probability 
measure on (X1 n, BxD ) such that 
n ~z 
for every Ei ~ Bx i , i = 1,..., n. 
We shall frequently use the notations Pex"'e,, and Qq...e,, in place of Pel, 
and Qel, for convenience. 
In this paper we assume that the conditional probabilities can be always 
defined as measures. Let ~7 be a random variable taking values in (Y, Br) 
and Pex,~, ~-Pel...e,, be the joint distribution of ~:1 ,..., ~ and 7. The 
conditional probabilities are denoted by Pei~l,, P¢,b,  i = 1 ..... n. And we 
define a set function Qe**b by the formula 
Qedl, Ei × F) = l~ P~,b(Ei [Y) alP, 
= i= l  
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for any rectangles of the form Xi~l E~ × F, Ei e Bx~ , F ~ By (cf. Dobrushin, 
1959). 
Let Bx,~ × Br  be the algebra of all the above rectangles and their finite 
sums. Then Qq~l, is additive for any set in Bx,,, × By ,  and it is easily seen 
that if {N~} is a nonincreasing sequence of sets in Bx,,  × B r such that 
~o N Nk=, ~ = ¢, then lim~_,~ Qq<,(N~) = 0. Therefore Off<, can be uniquely 
extended as a probability measure on (321 ~ × 17, Bxl,×y), where Bx,~×r is 
the ~-algebra generated by Bx ,, × B r . 
I f  Pc,<, coincides with Qq~l,,  we say that ~:, ,..., sen are conditionally 
independent with respect o ~/. 
I f  there is given any measurable space (X, Bx) , then a finite system 
8 
{g~,..., E ~} such that E~ ~ Bx , 1 <~ j <~ s < o% [,J~=, EJ = X and EJ c~ E k = 
¢, j =/= k, is called a Bx-measurable partition of X and written 3 x . I f  there 
is another measurable space (Y, Br) and if 8r is a Br-measurable partition 
of Y, we denote by 3 x × 8 r the refinement of 3 x and 8 r which is one of the 
Bxxr-measurable partitions of X × Y. Any Bx×r-measurable partition of 
X × Y is written 8xx r . 
The family of all 3 x is denoted by A x . 
3. MULTIVARIATE INFORMATION 
In this section we shall define the multivariate information and discuss 
several properties of it, most of which are the direct extensions of the cor- 
responding properties of mutual information. 
Using the previous notations, we define a function J of 3x1~ = {El,..., E s} 
by the formula 
J(Pel"' Qe¢ ; 8x~) = ~ Per(Ei) I°g(Pe2(E~))/(Qe?(Ei))" 
The multivariate information among ~:1,..., ~:n, written I(sel n) or 
I(~: 1 ,..., ~:n), is defined by the formula 
I(~1" ) = I (~ 1 .... , ~,) = sup J(Pe¢,Qe," ;Sx,")" 
8xln~AxI~ 
Similarly, we define the conditional multivariate information, written by 
I(sel n ] 7/) or I(~:1 ,..., ~:~ ]~?), among ~1 ,.--, ~:- relative to ~7, by the formula 
z(~? Iv) = z(~ ,..., ~, l v) 
= sup J(Pe;', ' Qel"l, ; 8Xl"Xr)" 
~XI~X y~AXln× Y 
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The following proposition is immediate from the fact that each of I ( f ? )  
and I(~1 n ] ~?) is a special form of the Kullback-Leibler information umber 
(Kullback and Leibler, 1951). 
PROPOSITION 1. (a) Always we have 
~(~:?) > o, 
and the equality holds if and only if ~1 .... , ~ are independent. 
(b) Always we have 
z(~? f n) > o, 
and the equality holds if and only if ~1 ,..., ~n are conditionally independent 
with respect o ~7. 
Roughly speaking, the quantity I ( f  1 ,..., ~)  represents the degree of the 
statistical dependence among the random variables, ~1 ,.--, f~, and the 
quantity I(~1 ,..., f~ l ~) means the degree of the statistical dependence which 
still remains among ~:1 ,.-., se~, after ~/is specified. 
For example, let us consider a network system (fl ,--., ~,0, which are any 
observations representing the state of the system. In this case, I(sel ,..., ~:n) is 
a measure of the degree of the interrelation among the system components. 
As can be seen, if there exists any deterministic relation among them, 
I(~ 1 .... , ~)  becomes infinite, except for the case where the joint distribution 
of (~,..., ~)  is atomic with a finite entropy. On the contrary, i f I ( f  1,..., ~)  = 0, 
the system may be regarded as an ideal chaos. 
Now we shall give several propositions. As is easily verified, we can derive 
the following proposition by applying the well-known method of the proof 
in the Dobrushin's theorem on mutual information (Dobrushin, 1959). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let Xi~=, Ax~ be the family of all rectangular partitions of 
X1 n of the form 8xt × "'" × 8x. . Then 
sup J (Pq, ,  Qq, ; 8xl x "'" × 8x,). I (~  '~) = 
Similarly, 
/ (87  1 ~) = sup 
We also have 
J(Pe;b 'Qe#l. ;8xl x "'" x 8x~ x By). 
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PROPOSITION 3. I f  ~ = (~ ,..., ~)  and V are independent, then 
1(~1~l~) =/(~x~). 
Pro@ I f  (~:~ ,..., ~:~) and ~7 are independent, hen it is easily seen that, for 
each i, and for every E, ~ Bx, ,  
Therefore 
and 
P~,I,(E~ [y) = Pe,(E~), a.s. 
9,:> E, × F = Pl P ,(Ei) P,(F), 
J(Pe?,, Qe?> ; 8x~ × "'" × 8x, × BY) = J (Pe, ,  Qq. ; Sx~ × "'" × 8x,). 
(1) 
In view of (1) and Proposition 2, we have I(~:ln ] ~?) = I(sCl~z) • 
Now let ~1 n = (~1 ,..., ~)  be a random variable taking values in 
n 
(Zl, (x= 
We shall say that ~:z ~ is subordinate to ~1" if for every E ~ Bx~ , there exists 
some D ~ Bz  , such that 
P(E-1A D -1) = 0, 
where E -1 and D -1 are the inverse images of E and D, respectively, namely, 
E -1  = {co; ~ln(oJ) ~ E} and D -1 = {co; ~ln(o)) E D}. 
Furthermore, ~1 ~ is called separately subordinate to ~1 ~ if for every rectangle 
qZ E , n , Xi=~ i,  E~ ~ Bx~ there exists some rectangle Xi=l Di ,  D~ ~ Bz~ such that 
P(E~ .1 AD[ .1) = 0 
for each i. 
As Bxl,, and Bz, ,  are respectively generated by the algebras X~l  Bx~ and 
n B n Xi=l z~, it can be shown that if ~1 ~ is separately subordinate to ~1 , then 
~1 ~ is subordinate to ~1 ". 
ao 
In fact, for any sequence {%} such that % > 0, )~k=1% < 0% and for any 
E E Bxl,~ , we can find some sequence {Ek}, E k ~ Xi=l Bx~, satisfying 
E 7¢ D E k+l D "" D E, and P(E ~-~ -- E -1) < %. 
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From the definition of the separate subordination, there exists some 
Dk ~ Xi=i Bz~, such that 
P(E k-1 AD k-i) = O. 
Letting D = ('}~=i U~>m DI~, we have 
P(D-I  --J~-I) = P (~ I  ( U Dk-I - -  E-1) ) 
= k>~m 
<. l i I I PQUD~- I - -  U Ek -~)+P(UEk-~- -E -1) I  
m~oD k>/ra k>/m 
= lim t~ P( Dk-1 -  Ek-X) + ~, P( Ek -1 -  E-1)t 
m~ ( k>/m k>/m J 
lim ~ %. 
m-+oo 
~>m 
On the other hand, we have 
= k>~m 
,'(n 
m=l  k>/m 
co 
because E C E k for every k and P(E -1 -- D ~-~) = 0. As ~k=1% < 0% it 
follows that 
P(E -1 AD -1) = O. 
PROPOSITION 4. I f  ~1 n is separately subordinate to ~1 n, then 
I(~1- I w) ~ I(~; ~ I ~). (2) 
In particular, 
Proof. 
such that 
I(~1 ~) ~< I([1~). (3) 
From the assumption, there exists D i ~ Bz¢ , for every E i ~ Bx~ ,
P(E~ 1 ADj 1) = 0. (4) 
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(4) means that for any F ~ By ,  
Pe,,(Ei x F)  = P~,,(D~ x F). 
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(5) 
In view of the definition of the conditional probability and Eq. (5), we have 
Pe+.,(Ei l y)  = P¢,,,(D i [y) a.s. 
Therefore, it is clear that Di ,  i • 1,..., n, satisfy 
n 
Now suppose that $xi ~- {Ei 1,..., E~.i}, i : 1,..., n, and ~r : {F1, ..., Fs} are 
partitions of X i , i ~ 1,..., n, and Y, respectively, and --+D 1,. , --~D s~ are the 
corresponding sets in Bz+ satisfying P(E~; 1 ADI;  1) = 0 for eachji = 1 , . ,  sl , 
i ~ I,..., n. 
As the system {Dil,..., D~} is not always a partition of Z~, we set 
J¢--i 
c¢, = U for 1 < j ,  < s+, 
k=l 
s,--1 
CC' = Z i - -  U Dik" 
k=l 
Then the system 8z~ ~ {Cit,..., C~} is a partition of Zi ,  and it can be easily 
verified that 
p(E~71 J-~ 
for each j i  ~- 1,..., s i , i ---- 1 ..... n. 
Using (6), we have 
9Z 9Z 
for each E~+ + +x+, C~' + 3z, , i = 1,..., n, and FJ + 3 r . 
On the other hand, we have 
P (('] EIr'A C~i7 ~ ~ P(E~ 1/[C~7') : O. 
~=1 /=1 
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In a way similar to (5), it follows that 
Pe?, E~' × F j = Pc3, C~* × F~ " (8) 
n 
In consequence of (7) and (8), there exists, for any X,~l ~x~ × ~r, a 
partition X~l  ~z~ × ~r such that 
i=l i=1 
Combining (9) with Proposition 2, we have the inequality (2). 
The following corollaries are simple applications of Propositions 4. 
COROLLARY" 1. I f  f is a Bxl-measurable function, then 
I(~:~, ~:2 ,..-, se~ I ~]) ~ i ( f (~e) ,  ¢2 .... , ¢n I ~7). 
COROLLARY 2. We have 
I(¢1 ..... sen ] 7) ~ I(¢1 , '", ~n--1 I "/'])" 
4. SOME PROPERTIES OF MULTIVARIATE INFORMATION 
We shall show in this section two theorems. Both are concerned with the 
decomposition of multivariate information. Theorem 1 describes that a 
multivariate information can be decomposed as a sum of a conditional 
multivariate information and certain mutual informations under some 
assumptions. The equality in the theorem may give one of the interpretations 
of conditional multivariate information. 
Theorem 2 ensures a decomposition of multivariate information by 
clustering the random variables. That is, a multivariate information can be 
explained by a sum of the multivariate informations within the clusters and 
the multivariate information among the clusters, if adequate assumptions are 
satisfied. 
Breafly speaking, Theorems 1and 2 give us a decomposition by specifying 
one of the random variables and by clustering the random variables, 
respectively. 
Now we show the following proposition, in a way similar to the well-known 
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theorem which is concerned with integral representation of mutual infor- 
mation (Gelfand and Yaglom, 1957). 
PROPOSITION 5. (a) I f  P~i, ~ Q¢x ~ , i.e., if Pei, is absolutely continuous with 
respect o Q¢i ~ , then 
I (~ ~) -~ [ log a(xl" ) dP~l, , 
~x i n 
where a(xl ~) is the derivative of P~ , with respect o Qep . 
I(~l" I '7) -~ [ log ~(x15 y) dPe1% ,
~x inx Y 
where ~(xl ~, y) is the derivative of Pe~., with respect o Q,~,I, . 
THEOREM 1. I f  P~I. n ~ Q¢1,[, then 
I (~ .... ,~.,~?) =I(~x .... ,~.l '7) q -~I (~,~?) ,  
i=l 
where Qel", is the product measure on (X1 ~ x Y, Bxpxr ), which satisfies for any 
E ieBx i  , i = 1,..., n, and for any FeBr ,  
(~;ln~ (/-'X--l= g ix  F) ~- i=1 f i  P~i(gi)'Pv(F)" 
Proof. Let b(xzSy ) be the derivative ofQe ~jn with respect to Qez,, • From 
the standard result of measure theory and our assumption, it follows that 
a(xln, y)-~-d(xl%y)'b(Xl%y) a.s., (10) 
where a(xz5 y) is the derivative of P~I"~ with resepct to Qe,~. 
As we assume here that all conditional probabilities are measures, there 
exist the derivatives, bi(xi,y), i = 1,..., n, of P¢~I,(" ]Y) with respect to 
Pefl') for almost every y, because Pe~I,(" ]Y) is absolutely continuous with 
respect to Pe~('). For any rectangle X~=I El × F, Ei ~ Bx i , F e Br , 
= fX f i  bi(xi' y) dQ'~lnv" ~=iEiXF i=1 
(11) 
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According to the definition of b(xl n, y) and (11), the following equation 
n 
fX'~.=zE,×r b(x~' y) dQe~"~ = "X~%_e,×.~ f i=lI~ b,(xi , Y) dQfi% 
n F n holds for any rectangle Xi=l Ei × ~ Xi=l Bx~ ~ Br . 
Since Bx.xr is the a-algebra generated by Xi=l Bx~ × Br, it follows that 
b(xx", y) = f i  b~(x,, y) a.s. (12) 
i=1 
Similarly, denoting by ai(xi, y) the derivative of Pe~n with respect to Qe~,, 
we have 
× F) -= fF Pe'I~(Ei [y) dP. Pe~.(Ei 
= fl~ ~lr f b,(x,, y)dPe, dP~ = ~1~ f b,(x,, y)dQ,,,, 
i i XF  
while 
Pe,.(Ei × F) = fg~×F ai(xi , y) dQe,~ , 
from which we easily have, for each i, 
b i (x , ,y )  = a , (x , ,y )  a.s. (13) 
It should be noted here that Pc1, ~ ~ Qq., ensures Pe,, ~ Qe,,. 
In view of (10), (12), and (13), it is immediate that 
a(x~% y) -= ff(x~ ~, y) . f i  ai(xi , y) a.s. (14) 
i= l  
Our theorem follows from (14) and Proposition 5. 
According to Theorem 1, we have 
x(¢1 ,..., 8~_1, ¢~+~ ,..., ~, 18~) = z (~ ,..., 8,) - ~ / (6 ,  ~) .  
i#k  
Therefore, the conditional multivariate information among ~1 .... , ~:k-1, 
~+1 ,..., ~:~ relative to ~:~ may be intuitively interpreted as the remainder term 
when we subtract "the sum of the mutual informations between ~:k and each 
of the other random variables" from the multivariate information of the 
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system, (~:~ ,..., ~:~). It follows that if the conditional multivariate information 
relative to some ~k is sufficiently small, then ~:~ may be considered as a 
regulating factor of all the system components. Moreover, we can find such a 
factor, if it exists, by computing the mutual informations. Because we have 
min I(~ 1 ..... ~:~-~, ~:e+l .... , ~ I ~:~) = I(~1 .... , ~:~) --  max ~" I(~i, ~),  
where the first term in the right side is constant for any choice of k. 
THEOREM 2. Let Q(e~-be. be the measure satisfying Q(e~-b,.(X,~ E3 = 
Pe~-x(X~=x Ei) " Pe.(E~) for each Xi=~Ei~Xi=~ x," If  Pq. ~Q(e~ )~. and 
P I. 
and 
1(~1 n) --- I((~:1 , ' " ,  ~:n--1), £n) -~- I (~-~), (15) 
where I((~1 ..... ~-0,  ~)=I (~" i  -1, ~:~) is the mutual information between 
(~t ,.-., ~:n-~) = ~:ni-~ and ~.  
Proof. From the assumption Pe,~-~ Qg~-~, there exists the derivative of 
Pe,~-t with respect o Qe~-t, and we denote it by a,_l(x~i-i). 
Using well-known results of integration theory, we obtain, for any 
En~ 1 ~ Bx'~-I and E~ ~ Bx. , 
Qt~-I)e.(E~ -1 × E n) = fz a~-l(x~-l) dQe.. 
~-IxEn 
This equation can be extended to any Bxl,-measurable set E, i.e., 
Q(~-II~"(E) = fE a ~-l(x~-l) dQe. . 
Therefore, 
Combining (17) with the first assumption, we have 
Let a*(xl" ) denote the derivative of P~I" with respect o Q(~-l)e" .
(16) 
(17) 
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Then we have with Qfi.-measure 1
a(xln ) -~ a*(xln) . a txn-l~ (18) 
because Eq. (16) implies that the derivative of Q(e~-,)e, with respect o Qe~. 
must eoineide with a~_l(xn-~l), with QG,-measure 1. 
According to (18) and Proposition 5, we obtain Eq. (15). 
then 
COROLLARY 1. .[f~ for some k, 1 < k < n, 
P,~- ~ Q(~,(~+~), Pc3 ~ Oe} and P~+~  Qe~+l' 
~n 1(~1 ," ' ,  ~:.) --- I((~:lk), (k+l))  -~-1(~:i/~) q~-I(~+~). 
n-- I  p ~--I ~--2 COROLL~Y 2. l fPe l "<Q(  q )e,, e 1 <Q(el )e,_~,...,Pe~<Qe~, then 
n--1 
I(~1 ~) = ~ I(((1~), ~k+,). 
k=l  
Corollary 1 can be obtained in a way similar to Theorem 2. And we have 
Corollary 2 by repeated application of Theorem 2. 
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